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Introduction
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Introduction: Dataset Details:



Challenges
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Challenges:

• Can we visualize key themes and topics in historical Scottish school exam papers in an engaging 

way? How do these change over time?

• How are the genders represented differently in examples given in questions?

• What topics are in the ‘circulars’ and what do these tell us about education at this time?

• What people are referenced – such as authors in the English exam papers – in the exam papers? 

Are Scotland/Scottish places represented in a particular way?



Our target audience
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The general public
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Gender

Location & Authors

Exam Topics

Circulars

Policy and guidance on many subjects 

including the raising of the school age, 

introduction of school milk, broadcasting in 

schools and the effect the war had on staff 

and pupils.

From word frequency analysis

Data

Analysis



Gender

Bias
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• General analysis: manually collected two gender lexiconsfrom the web, and calculated the

frequency of male words V.S. female words

• Temporal analysis : the dynamics of gender word frequency over time and observed

a negative correlation between years and the ratios of male to female word frequency

• Sentential context analysis : via dependency parsing, and identified gender bias clues by

quantifying gender dependency (i.e., male->female and female->male)Gender Bias Analysis
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Exam Topics Analysis

Exam 

Topics

•A continuous increase of subjects throughout the 75 years of exams. The increase of tested fields was slow in the first 40 years but around 1950 the rate rapidly increased.

•Extract 4 years for analysis



Scottish Locations 
& Historical Names
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•The most frequent writer mentioned in the exam papers is Shakespeare.

•The frequency of the word “Scotland”, to find out how Scotland was represented in the dataset.

•An animated bubble map showing all the Scottish cities mentioned in the exam papers from 1888 to 1963.

Analysis



Circulars
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Find out the years that circulars 

were published

• Many circulars published in 

1910 and from 1920 to 1940, 

especially in 1940, what 

happened at that time?

• What's the specific theme of 

those circulars?

LDA model for topics and word 

frequency analysis

• Why some words appeared 

for that many times?

• Some words like WAR, 1939 

appeared, is that linked with 

World War 2?

Retrieve to the texts

Retrieve to the raw data, look 

for more details in some 

specific topics.

• School age

• School broadcasting

• School milk

• War services



Design Process
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Infographic 

visualization

The style we chose

Decision: Pencil-sketched 

illustration so that it fits 

in with the Exam theme.
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Gender Bias
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Names & Locations
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Exam Topics
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Circulars

• About school age

In 1919, the extension of school age was proposed for the first time. It was not 

until 1939 that this regulation was implemented.

• About school milk

In 1934, Scottish Education Department approved the supply of milk to 

children and young persons’ attending schools.

• About school broadcasting

The Scottish Education Department has formulated the 

installation, maintenance and operation of school broadcasting, as well as 

related teaching facilities

• About World War 2

In a state of war emergency, by two War Acts to protect the rights 

and interests of employees whose jobs have changed due to the war, 

to enable war service.



https://relic-dyebt.github.io/scottish-exam/

https://relic-dyebt.github.io/scottish-exam/
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Thanks for watching!

Group 6 Anastasia Athanatou, Jingyi Chu, Yidan Yuan, Yongchang Zhu


